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The following is a brief over view of a Conflict Resolution Exercise undertaken by the sex working 

community across British Columbia. Workers who took part or were affected were from Surrey, New 

Westminster, Vancouver, Burnaby, Kamloops, North Vancouver and Chilliwack.  

 

The City of Vancouver have struck a City Wide Task force to work on improving the safety of Vancouver 

Sex Industry Workers and are currently engaged with sex workers on developing and implementing 

strategies to meet that goal. 

 

The BCCEC have proposed “Self Regulatory Boards” or SRB’s as they are known in line with activities 

proving successful in Bengal, India. http://www.durbar.org/html/anti_trafficking.asp  

 

These boards are directed at combating human trafficking and child exploitation but the principle 

applies to other areas of sex worker organizing as well. The City of Vancouver has reached a turning 

point where a new approach to protecting sex workers yet combating human trafficking and child 

exploitation is necessary.  

 

There remains a sense however amongst VPD members and some others that sex workers as a 

community are not engaged and have not contributed to defining solutions put forth by the BCCEC. 

 

It is the hope of the BCCEC that this report will demonstrate to mainstream systems that the sex 

industry community are connected to each other and that we do have the capacity to govern our 

industry in the future. 

 

This exercise represents the first time the sex worker community in BC have attempted to implement 

policies which were only ideas/ theories in the past. The Terms of Reference as they are being defined 

by the community will create a foundation from which we can begin to level the field and take control of 

our collective destinies. 

 

Back Ground 

Inter worker conflicts have long been an issue in the sex working community and have had a disastrous 

impact on the lives of those affected. Bullying, breach of confidentiality, threats, intimidation, slander, 

outing workers as sex workers and physical assaults between workers have made organizing towards a 

common goal difficult at the best of times. 

 

Workers are often drawn in by the lure of earning more money by siding with purchasers in particular 

against anyone who challenges the status quo in the relationships between workers and purchasers. 

Criminalization has given purchasers the impression that workers have no recourse to challenge these 

sorts of attacks when perpetrated by consumers and even less when a fellow worker is the person 

leading the attack. 

 

In an effort to gain the trust and loyalty of consumers, workers have been known to attack their fellow 

sp’s seeing them as a reasonable casualty in the quest for favor with the consumers. This favor comes 

with many benefits such as social capitol/ friendships and extra income as the consumers perception 



seems to be the workers who aligned themselves with the sex purchasers are trustworthy or on their 

side. 

 

These conflicts have resulted in the public humiliation of workers on sites like “the dirty” where their 

faces and real names are shown and have even seen workers outed to their families or secondary 

employers as sex workers resulting in being shunned by their families and even loosing their jobs.  

 

Workers are powerless as they watch their honor, names and reputations dragged through the mud 

with little or no recourse. Most choose to weather storm and simply hope for the best but in cases 

where workers have tried to fight back they often face even harsher retribution at the hands of their 

attackers. It should be noted that this is a human rights violation; 

 

Article 12. 

• No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or 

correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the 

protection of the law against such interference or attacks. 

 

 

In an effort to combat this behavior and to try to bring a level playing field for all, a group of workers 

who also formed Canada’s first sex worker cooperative (www.wccsip.ca) drafted policies related to 

conflict resolution. As follows; 

 

Conflict Management 

 

If you feel you have been bullied or treated unfairly the following processes are outlined to ensure we can 

find ways to make every member feel welcome and that their experiences, safety and opinions matter. 

from here the person making the complaint will be refered to as the complainant; 

 

 

• The complainant should attempt to reconcile differences informally unless it is considered unsafe for 

the individuals to undertake this first step. The complainant should contact Susie so she can mediate this 

process and to ensure that lounge administration are aware of the complaint. 

 

• The complainant shall submit a written complaint to Susie in the form of a private message regarding 

the allegation. Upon receipt of the complaint, a committee of three lounge members will proceed in a 

process of investigation. This investigation will include interviewing all individuals affected by the 

incident. The committee will make recommendations for how to proceed on the matter and whether a 

temporary or permanent banning maybe necessary. 

 

• Discipline will be progressive in nature meaning it will become more severe with repeat offences. If a 

member is found to be consistently bullying other members or putting other member’s safety at risk, 

they will be denied further access to the lounge and blacklist. 

 

While everyone deserves access to the Blacklist, that access is not guaranteed and is a privilege not a 

right. If your behaviour does not reflect respect for your fellow sp’s safety and comfort using this forum 

tool, you will face disciplinary action. 

 

 



The Current Conflict and the decision to Test 

 

The conflict between Fortunate One and Ms. Sarah came to a head in the form of a long post in a public 

on-line forum known as “PERB”. The post contained broad accusations of bullying and exclusion on the 

part of Fortunate One against Ms Sarah and Ms Sarah’s assertion that she had proof of these 

accusations. There were also substantial posts and attacks in the months leading up to that point from 

Ms. Sarah against Fortunate One as well on going for almost 1 year. 

 

As is often the case, the mob mentality took hold making any attempt to resolve the conflict reasonably 

near to impossible as the line between truth and fiction were blurred more and more by other parties 

joining in on the destruction of Fortunate One’s reputation and declaring support for Ms. Sarah. 

 

It should also be noted that 3 other workers were also named in the conflict, Tara, Brandi and Anita. 

 

The resulting bans and loss of social and financial capitol prompted workers to attempt to “test” our 

conflict resolution policies to see if we, as a community, could sift through the “evidence” and find the 

truth ensuring the accusations and subsequent banning were justified. 

 

The Process 

 

Susie first asked the community if they felt this would be a good time to test our conflict resolution 

policies, to which the answer was a resounding yes. 

 

She then called for volunteers as per the terms of reference. At first there was reluctance by community 

members to volunteer and become part of the drama but with assurances of confidentiality eventually 4 

members volunteered to review the evidence and determine what if any penalties should be levied.  

 

None of the volunteers are aware of who the other volunteers are in order to further protect 

confidentiality and ensure no harm to volunteers as a result of participating.  

 

Susie then put out the call to both sides to submit all evidence related to the case for scrutiny by the 

volunteers who individually reviewed the material and submitted questions and conclusions to Susie for 

addition to the final report. 

 

The Evidence 

 

Ms. Sarah when contacted explained that she had deleted all material related to the bullying and so 

really had no evidence at all. She did submit letters of support she received in posts to the thread she 

started as well as through private message and email. Most of these were from sex consumers or other 

sp’s who had been in similar circumstances where they felt they were bullied. 

 

Ms. Sarah is a relatively new provider with some posting history in which she has been known to name 

call, threaten and breached the confidentiality of a ladies lounge. She was banned from the VCA lounge 

for this breach.  

 

Fortunate one submitted substantial evidence in her own defense including links to places where she 

was attacked by Ms. Sarah, occasions where Ms. Sarah had breached Private ladies lounge security and 

her own understanding of how the events had unfolded. 



 

Fortunate One is a long time well known provider who has contributed significant energy to the 

stabilization of the safety of sex workers. 

 

Conclusions, Questions and Quotes 

 

The volunteers all submitted their findings to Susie.  

 

Note from Susie; 

 

This report was extremely difficult to write. There were so many different accusations it was difficult to 

try to track them all. We did our best to try to sift through the named material to track each individual 

complaint. Throughout the process we all pondered the causes of the situation and common themes 

emerged as ways we can begin to level the playing field amongst us and stop inter worker violence 

before it starts. 

 

I will first summarize the common themes that emerged and then provide a detailed review of each and 

every complaint to test its credibility. 

 

Common Themes 

 

For the purpose of this report, the term “sp” or “sp’s” is used to describe “sex workers”. The meaning 

is the same and reflects the language commonly used in the sex industry community. 

 

Volunteers agreed that upon close scrutiny, there was in fact no evidence to support the banning of the 

accused sp’s and the removal of Classy Sweet as ladies lounge leader on VCA.  

 

Further, that the posts naming the accused sp’s should be removed to protect their honor and 

reputations in line with the International Charter of Human rights. 

 

That this report be made public in order to ensure the restoration of the accused sp’s reputations 

 

 

The volunteers agreed that Classy Sweet/ Fortunate One is a long time well known provider with a good 

reputation and no violent history. Some volunteers went further stating appreciation for her support; 

 

“I've been in the industry for (X) years now and have never had a problem with FO.  

In fact, just the opposite. She's always been very informative and supportive.” 

 

 

That there was in fact no evidence against any of the accused Tara1, Brandi, Anita and Classy Sweet. 

Tara1 even shared private messages from Sarah which seemed to indicate no ill will between them 

whatsoever until the post about bullying emerged on perb. 

 

The volunteers were overwhelmed by the number of accusations and the amount of reading involved. 

This lead to the process taking an extremely long time with us trying to work as well as focus on this.  

 



The volunteers agreed that in the future it would be better if any problems are reported quickly so as to 

prevent escalation and this sort of mountain of reviewing material. 

 

The volunteers acknowledged that no evidence had been submitted by Ms. Sarah including no copies of 

messages or links to posts where the alleged bullying occurred. 

 

Ms. Sarah stated that she had deleted everything and so could not submit anything. Volunteers agreed 

that while this could be the case, it should not have prevented her from providing links to where the 

public threats and bullying allegedly occurred. 

 

Volunteers also had some suggestions about how things could be made better and secure some basic 

respect between us all such as; 

• The use of multiple handles by sp’s being treated as a major offence as it is with the sex buyers 

• Rising above name calling. Tearing each other down in this way is crass and classless. We need 

to be better than that. 

• That posts of this nature are in the future deleted if no supporting evidence is submitted in 

recognition of the harm it causes those workers affected.  

 

Line by Line Breakdown of the Accusations 

 

In this section I have compiled the comments submitted by each volunteer in regard to the accusations 

levied against Classy Sweet, Tara1, Brandi and Anita. 

 

Our input appears in red below each individual complaint. As follows; 

 

My Experience with Cyber Bullies 

 

I joined several escort review boards and started advertising online in June 2010.  

 

As time went by I heard stories, read public forums and private Ladies Only Lounge (LOL) threads and 

noticed that the same few women were repeatedly mentioned as being troublemakers. 

 

When CL Erotics shut down, I joined several escort ad sites including vancityads (vca) in Feb 2011.  

 

I joined the LOL on vca because it seemed like a reasonable thing to do.  

 

I didn’t know the online history of their LOL leaders, but I soon figured out that some of them were the 

ones with bad reputations I had read about. 

 

Challenging the practices of review boards and standing up for the rights of workers does not 

constitute being a trouble maker. We should all be grateful that there are some workers who do 

stand up and speak their minds. 

 

I am writing here about Anita, pillowtalk/Classy Sweet, Tara1 and Brandi. 

 

 

At first, all I did was read in the LOL and never posted at all. As the months went by, I was shocked by 

most of what I read there.  



 

The LOL is supposed to be a safe place for ladies to share info about bad dates and discuss confidential 

issues in private, but there’s a lot more than that going on in their LOL. 

 

I watched as the leadership slandered reviewers and schemed to ruin men who gave SP’s bad 

reviews or disagreed with them on the boards.  

 

There were no posts that the volunteers found that were intended to ruin any men. 

Disagreeing with the sex buyers who tended to only write bad reviews or reporting 

this reviewing behavior does not constitute ruining men.  

 

They openly express their hatred of all review boards, strategize on ways to undermine them, 

and discourage SP’s from joining or participating on them.  

 

Some workers are extremely uncomfortable with being reviewed and find it 

humiliating to read about intimate details of their sessions. We are all allowed to have 

our opinion on review boards and are free to express that opinion. Volunteers could 

find no posts by any of the accused parties which could be construed as “strategizing “ 

to undermine review boards. Volunteers also could not find any posts related to 

discouraging workers from joining review boards. There were some related to harms 

that can happen to a worker who takes part in a review board, but nothing 

threatening or bullying in terms of forcing workers to not take part. 

 

They encourage SP’s to refuse to accept clients who are known reviewers. 

 

The volunteers could find no posts related to this by any of the accused sp’s. Warnings 

about a particular reviewer being negative or challenging as a client are in the best 

interest of worker safety. 

 

They slander and bully SP’s who speak up to defend the men and other unpopular SP’s. 

 

The volunteers could find no posts where any of the accused slandered any workers. 

In fact, Ms Sarah posted more than a few times degrading and slanderous comments 

about the accused naming them man hating manipulative bitches. 

 

I watched them bully and intimidate younger or newer ladies into doing what they told them to 

do under threat of being banned from the LOL, denied access to the Black List and bullied off the 

site.  

The only people ever banned from blacklist areas and ladies lounges by the workers in 

question were banned for breach of confidentiality. These areas need to be safe for 

workers to post information about their experiences with clients in privacy with no 

fear of reprisal.  

 

There was no evidence discovered by the volunteers to support the accusation of 

bullying younger or newer workers. 

 

 



There are relatively few websites where SP’s can socialize and advertise in the Vancouver market, so this 

is a serious issue for those concerned.  

 

How can these women even pretend to have the best interests of the industry and of other SP’s at 

heart? Why do these women have leadership roles in an LOL? 

 

These women have actively taken part in working towards sex industry stabilization posting in many 

forums, posting in non sex industry forums and taking part in events. Their role in the ladies lounge 

came to them because of their hard work and long standing reputations as supportive to others working 

in the industry. 

 

I guess I shouldn’t have been surprised by what I read, because they already had a public reputation for 

outing clients and board members, as well as conspiring to ruin SP’s they dislike or view as competition.  

 

The volunteers could find no evidence of this. One of the accused however survived an assault and 

reported to police. This is not outing a client. It is rather a brave action on her part in which she put 

herself in harms way to protect other sp’s from this dangerous person. 

 

I have met people whose personal and professional lives have been devastated by this group of 

troublemakers, so I know these are not rumours, they are facts. 

 

Ms Sarah did not provide any contact information to the volunteers to support this claim so it is not a 

proven fact at all. 

 

How my battle started. 

 

There was a huge blow up in the vca LOL near the beginning of 2012. Pillowtalk/CS, Anita and friends 

were really pissed off about something that happened, and after watching silently for days, I spoke up to 

defend the people they were attacking, and they all turned on me.  

 

In the post referred to, Ms. Sarah attacks fortunate one using a lot of profanity and declaring her “ a 

bitter, angry, vindictive, unforgiving, man-hating, self-serving, manipulative bitch.”  In this post Ms. 

Sarah also states that she has violated private sp lounge protocol’s in regard to confidentiality. 

 

The post is vicious and attacking of fortunate one. 

 

In the post, other members also call fortunate one a prolific bully, however standing up for 

accountability in reviewing and promoting fact based education about the industry while unappreciated 

by some does not constitute bullying. 

 

From that moment on I was a target of their anger, and they became enraged when I eventually told 

them I had saved copies of threads containing threats and slander they were spreading in their efforts to 

destroy certain men and other SP’s.  

 

Ms. Sarah stated that she has saved pm’s and thread links but supplied no such evidence to the 

volunteers. Therefore, this does not constitute evidence at all. Simply saying you have something,  does 

not make it fact. 



 

Let me point out that everyone who has access to the LOL has the ability to copy and share information 

posted there, but it’s strictly forbidden.  

 

Shortly after that, that they banned me from the LOL, because they said they didn’t feel they could trust 

me.  

 

Ms. Sarah outed herself as being in breach of confidentiality, the number one rule for safety amongst 

sp’s accessing and contributing to the blacklists and private areas. She has shown herself to be 

untrustworthy. 

 

There’s a lot of pressure not to reveal secrets we read in the LOL, and that is the threat these ladies have 

held over my head since banning me. They would brand me as a traitor who can’t be trusted, so I was 

afraid to tell anyone what happened.  

 

The confidentiality of the sp lounge and blacklists are the key component of them functioning. Workers 

must feel safe posting. Ms. Sarah violated that rule and proved that she cannot be trusted. Volunteers 

could find no evidence that any one of the accused ever named her a traitor or threatened to do so. If 

there was evidence in the form of messages, none was submitted so this is also unproven. 

 

It was about 10 months ago that this started, and since then I have been subjected to an ongoing 

campaign of bullying and intimidation by these women.  

 

Volunteers could find no evidence of this even after reviewing hundreds of posts. 

 

They have turned other SP’s against me, and posted rude comments in my threads (even in my ads) on 

several industry sites. I’ve received threatening messages, they’ve spread malicious gossip and slander 

about me, and have tried to discredit me among my peers. 

 

No evidence was submitted by Ms. Sarah and from what volunteers could see, there were no attacks of 

this nature made by the accused sp’s. 

 

I tried giving them some space. 

 

I quit posting on vca for a long time, except to place my ads, because I knew they would never forgive 

me for standing up to them and never stop trying to get me banned from their site. These women were 

some of the original founding members on vca and obviously have a lot of influence over the male 

admin team.  

 

I thought that if I gave them some space and let some time pass, all might be forgotten. 

 

I continued to post on several other sites and was really disappointed to see pillowtalk and Anita writing 

negative comments about me there too. 

 

There were no posts found by the volunteers that reflect this statement and no links to the posts were 

supplied by Ms. Sarah for consideration by the group. 

 

I tried being nice. 



 

After many months went by, I decided to participate more on vca again. Not surprisingly, the ladies 

weren’t happy to see me back. I tried to be nice, obey the rules, not offend anyone or start drama, but 

they continued to gossip about me publicly and privately. 

 

There was no evidence found by the volunteers to support this statement. No messages or links to posts 

were supplied by Ms. Sarah to confirm these allegations. 

 

I did contact Van Wilder, the site administrator on vca when this first happened, but I couldn’t tell him 

everything. I only mentioned that I thought I’d been unfairly banned from the LOL, he said he couldn’t 

do anything about it, so I let the matter drop. 

 

I was determined not to interact with pillowtalk/CS and Anita on perb, so avoided writing in threads 

they posted in and didn’t address them directly online. 

 

I kept my mouth shut. 

 

To protect their LOL, I’ve kept my mouth shut about what happened and I’ve let myself be labelled a 

bully by keeping quiet and not explaining the circumstances.  

 

The volunteers could not find any reference to Ms. Sarah being a bully made by any of the accused sp’s. 

 

I also wanted to keep quiet to protect others who are fearful of retaliation from this same group of 

women. 

 

There was a battle on a private board between myself and pillowtalk last year and I know other 

members were puzzled and disappointed in my behaviour.  

 

I kept quiet and let them think badly of me because I was afraid of the influence this group of women 

have in the industry through their LOL and ad site.  

 

The sp’s in question do not appear to have any special privileges or to carry any particular weight/power 

over the industry.  

 

I decided to speak up and fight back. 

 

As time went by and pillowtalk/CS and Anita realized they couldn’t get rid of me on vca, they both 

started to attack me on perb. 

 

The volunteers looked for evidence of this on perb, but couldn’t find any. Ms. Sarah provided no links to 

threads or posts where this had occurred. 

 

I ignored them for months, but when they started posting comments that could affect my business 

reputation, I finally decided to speak up and defend myself.  

 

Volunteers could not find the posts referenced here and Ms. Sarah did not provide any links to support 

her accusation. 

 



I got tired of feeling like a victim and started posting responses to comments they made, but that has 

only caused their attacks to escalate. 

 

Volunteers could not find the posts referenced here and were provided with no links by Ms. Sarah. 

 

Now they’re condemning me for the comment I posted about Anita recently, and for responding to 

comments pillowtalk has been posting about me on perb.  

 

Volunteers could not find the post referenced here and were provided with no links by Ms. Sarah. 

 

They call me a bully. 

 

Volunteers could not find any posts where the accused sp’s called Ms. Sarah a bully. 

 

I kept silent while they posted dozens of disrespectful comments about me over the last year, and now 

that I have expressed my opinion of them publicly, they are crying ‘victim’ and labelling me the bully.  

 

Volunteers could not find the posts being referenced here and were provided with no links by Ms. Sarah. 

 

They’re now demanding that I apologize to Anita, pillowtalk/CS and Brandi for the awful things I’ve 

posted about them, while not one of them has ever apologized to me or admitted they’ve done 

anything wrong.  

 

These women see themselves as blameless in their conduct as leaders of the LOL, and now call me a 

bully for daring to stand up to them and challenge their opinions.  

 

Cyber bullies with a gang mentality. 

 

The posting history of this group of women proves the kind of bullies they are. The bulk of their own 

writing condemns them and others have commented on their destructive influence on multiple boards 

for years. 

 

Volunteers could not find the post being referenced here and were provided with no links by Ms. Sarah. 

 

When we look at the amount of damning public evidence compiled over the years, added to private LOL 

abuse on more than one site, and firsthand accounts of malicious things these women have done, it’s 

obvious we are dealing with cyber bullies with a gang mentality. 

 

Volunteers could not find the posts being referenced here and were provided with no firsthand accounts 

or links to posts of these personal accounts 

 

I have to admit that I’ve been very afraid of these women, of their influence in the industry, and what 

they could potentially do to my career and my reputation. I’ve also been fearful for my safety, 

wondering if this could ever escalate to physical violence. 

 

This is a stretch, at no time have any of the accused sp’s been reported to behave violently. 

 

I know grown men that are afraid of them too, so don’t call me silly.  



 

There are men and women who would like to come forward and confirm the things I’ve said, who can’t 

do it for fear of retaliation, but I know you’re out there silently cheering me on. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This was our first attempt at testing our conflict resolution policies. Very quickly it became clear that 

there were some problems with the policy. 

 

The amount of evidence that was reviewed was enormous and took an incredible amount of time. 

During this time the accused sp’s reputations were affected as well as their ability to earn money. 

 

In the future it is proposed that unless direct evidence is submitted by the accuser, posts of this nature 

will be deleted. Basing this kind of harm on rumor and conjecture is an attack, is bullying and harms the 

workers affected. 

 

Volunteers were reluctant to take part for fear of being swept up into the drama themselves. This 

prompted Susie to organize the volunteers separately so no volunteer knew who the other volunteers 

were. This worked well ensuring the confidentiality of individual volunteers but maintaining a broad 

group to review the evidence. 

 

 


